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Driving revenue growth and 
campaign effectiveness using best-
in-class trade promotions solutions

GeneratinG retail impact

Solution  
Overview

Trade promotions between manufacturers and retailers often struggle to meet 
objectives. Broken processes and poor collaboration foster increasing friction 
between trade partners. Disparate pricing arrangements, contracts, and 
invoicing formats add complexity, delays, and errors in resolving payments to 
retailers. Success hinges on automating trade promotions payment processes for 
improved visibility and facilitation of pay-for-promotion-performance.



Business challenges
Trade promotional activities between 
manufacturers and their retailer partners 
often disappoint and miss business targets 
for improved profitability and sales lift. 
Manufacturers spend up to 20% of revenue on 
trade promotions, with 25%-70% of that spend 
ineffective in realizing profitability and sales 
improvements. Friction between trade partners 
escalates when retailers believe they are not 
getting their fair share of trade promotion dollars, 
and manufacturers suspect poor performance 
as a lack of pass-through, diversion, or forward 
buying by retailers. 

Disparate pricing arrangement, contracts, and 
invoicing formats across retailers, along with 
multiple source Point of Sales (PoS) and shipment 
data add complexity. Trade deductions pile up 
when manual processes and hand-offs lead to 
errors and delays in processing, and verifying 
trade deductions clogs up receivables, consuming 
available trade credit.

Genpact solution
Genpact’s Akritiv Trade Promotions Payment 
(TPP) solution is a comprehensive, cloud-based 
post-campaign payment management solution 

that facilitates pay-for-promotion. It certifies 
invoices received from various channels and 
automates the invoice and proof of performance 
(PoP) validation process.

Invoice validation: TPP streamlines validation by 
channeling data in different formats,into a single 
standard readable format. It then facilitates invoice 
validation by verifying invoice data with existing 
information in the system. Invoice validation in the 
system is classified by two-way matching between 
invoices and contracts, or three-way matching 
between invoices, contract, and PoP.

Proof of performance (PoP) validation and 
payment: Either point of sale information or 
shipping data is used for PoP validation. This 
information is received from independent sources 
on a regular basis (such as Nielsen, RSI, or any other 
client preference). PoP may be mandatory based on 
business rules assigned for a retailer or for all those 
invoices that cross certain threshold amounts, 
following which payments are triggered based on 
successful matching and validation.

TPP dashboard and reporting: The TPP dashboard 
provides graphical representations of the statuses 
of documents as well as high-level summary for all 
users. The system also provides reports on invoice, 
contract and PoP statuses, invoice matching failures, 
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Figure 1: Akritiv Trade Promotions Payment solution



Challenge 
Manual trade promotion payment processing was ad hoc and prone to erroneous payments and 
overpayments. There were excessive, back-and-forth disputes between the company and its retailers, resulting 
in invalid trade deductions.

Solution 
Genpact deployed the TPP solution for automated two-and three-way matching of invoices, contracts, and PoP. 
Predictive modeling and automation were leveraged to minimize invalid deductions.

Impact
Trade fund leakage prevention of approximately $5M per year was achieved with greatly improved payment 
accuracy. Compliance and overall visibility were improved, while greater visibility of invalid deductions and quicker 
recovery helped add to the bottom line.

Global consumer goods majorCase 
Study

and payments reports. Finally, the system provides 
support for ad hoc and customized reports.

Why Genpact?

Genpact’s Lean DigitalSM approaches include flexible, 
cloud-based platforms that can be configured on top 
of client’s existing technology environment, easily 
customized, and rapidly deployed.

Managing over $6 billion in spend for consumer 
goods and retail clients, and over 500,000 SKUs 
and 6 billion transactions processed monthly, 
Genpact is recognized for its deep domain 
and analytics expertise along with its large 
industrialized global operations resources pool. 
The company combines advanced analytics with 
domain led process operations and practical 
technology enablement.
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about Genpact

Genpact (NYSE: G) stands for “generating business impact.”  We are a global leader in digitally-powered business process management and 
services. Our Lean DigitalSM approach and patented Smart Enterprise ProcessesSM framework reimagine our clients’ operating models end-to-
end, including the middle and back offices – to deliver growth, efficiency, and business agility.  First as a part of GE and later as an independent 
company, we have been passionately serving strategic client relationships including approximately one-fifth of the Fortune Global 500, and 
have grown to over 70,000 people. The resulting domain expertise and experience running complex operations are unique and help us drive 
choices across technology, analytics, and organizational design. 

For additional information, contact, consumergoods.services@genpact.com and visit www.genpact.com/home/industries/consumer-goods/
trade-promotions

Follow Genpact on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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